
We offer a complete and dynamic range of bolting 
tools including hydraulic bolt tensioners and 
hydraulic torque wrenches, as well as pneumatic 
and electric transducerized nutrunners.

Smart bolting 
solutions



https://bit.ly/SRBHA

https://bit.ly/TensorRevo

Torque and angle strategy, data collection

The SRB HA is the worlds most productive battery nutrunner covering torque range 
60-4000Nm, with features added to make it quicker, safer and smarter than it‘s 
competitors. The SRB HA uses industry proven tensor motor technology to deliver 
the highest tightening speed. The nutrunner is also equipped with a dual trigger to 
minimize the risk of injury, the only one of it‘s kind on the market.

SRB HA
Smart battery nutrunner

Small, light and fast

The Tensor Revo HA is the first ever transducerized tool in the market, with the 
lowest vibration, high speed, compact size, and full tracea bility, it is a revolution in 
bolt tightening, covering torque range from 60 Nm to 8000 Nm.

Tensor Revo HA
Electric transducerized nutrunner

https://bit.ly/SRBHA
https://bit.ly/TensorRevo


https://bit.ly/RTAdvance

https://bit.ly/ACPumps

https://bit.ly/wrenchRT  https://bit.ly/wrenchRTX

Light, compact & powerful

RT square drive wrenches represent 
excellent power to weight ratio with 9 
models covering torque range of 
81  - 71180 Nm. RTX low profile 
wrenches provide wide range of hex 
links designed to suit low clearance 
applications with a range of 6 power 
heads, power torques from 348  - 
43114 Nm.

Hydraulic torque wrenches
Square drive and low profile hydraulic wrenches

Compact, reliable & efficient

The range covers all your needs, with 9 
electric models and 4 air models including 
ATEX. The oil cooler and high oil flow 
systems meet the highest demands 
for performance and reliability. 
Choose the hose to suit your 
application from 4,5 to 
30 meters.

Hydraulic torque wrench pumps & hoses

Controlled, precise & accurate 

RTA tools use the same platform as our 
standard RT square drive and RTX direct fit 
tools but with additional sensors that allow 
the tool to measure the final torque 
achieved and angle rotation of the 
hex nut, with full traceability. 

RT advance
Controlled hydraulic wrench system

https://bit.ly/RTAdvance
https://bit.ly/ACPumps
https://bit.ly/wrenchRT
https://bit.ly/wrenchRTX


https://bit.ly/TensioPump

https://bit.ly/HydraulicNuts

https://bit.ly/ACdetachable
https://bit.ly/ACAirbac
https://bit.ly/ACWindTB

Safe, lightweight & compact

Our pumps are available in air, electric, or 
hand operated version, including ATEX, with 
maximum operating pressure up to 2275 
bar. They are designed to meet the highest 
demands for performance and reliability. 
Choose the hose to suit your application from 
1 to 6 meters with custom length available. 

Tentec Tensioner pumps & hoses 

Compact, fast and reliable

Hydraulic nuts replace the existing hex 
nuts to give a fast, accurate bolt load and 
greatly improve the integrity of the joint. The 
standard range covers M22 – M150 with 190 - 
5655 kN. If standard tools are not suitable, we 
will design and manufacture custom tools to 
meet your requirements.

Tentec permanent tensioners
Hydraulic nuts

Powerful, safe & reliable

Many years of experience allow us to supply 
the biggest range of tensioners to cover 
all industries from Oil, Gas, Wind, Energy 
and Subsea. Our standard range 
covers M20 to M100 screws 
from 227 – 4653 kN. If standard 
tools are not suitable, we will design and 
manufacture custom tensioners to meet your 
requirements. 

Tentec detachable tensioners
Hydraulic bolt tensioners

https://bit.ly/TensioPump
https://bit.ly/HydraulicNuts
https://bit.ly/ACdetachable
https://bit.ly/ACAirbac
https://bit.ly/ACWindTB


https://bit.ly/ACRTP

https://bit.ly/ACLMS8

https://bit.ly/ACTWrench

Fast, accurate & compact

The light weight of the RTP tools will 
surprise you, yet it’s power to weight 
ratio makes it stand out from others, 
torque range from 320 Nm to 8100 
Nm. It is amongst the smallest on the 
market with its slim gear pack, and it has 
very low vibration & noise.

RTP Series
High torque pneumatic nutrunner

Safe, advanced & reliable

Equipped with an advanced impact 
mechanism to help reduce operator 
strain and vibration, along with 
the grease retaining system 
makes our LMS series of impact 
wrenches safe and reliable, with 
operating torque range of 7 Nm 
to 5500 Nm.

LMS Series
Impact wrenches

Manual torqueing at its best

Atlas Copco Torque Wrenches are manufactured 
to meet global standards and offer +/-4% accuracy 
based on the EN ISO 6789:2017 standard. The series 
can be used as a stand-alone product or together 
with Atlas Copco Impact Wrenches to ensure that 
the correct torque has been applied for non-critical 
applications. The series comes in different models 
covering a torque range of 5-1000 Nm. 

ACTW Torque wrench

https://bit.ly/ACRTP
https://bit.ly/ACLMS8
https://bit.ly/ACTWrench


https://bit.ly/ACflangespreader

https://bit.ly/Nutsplitter

Lightweight, compact & powerful

With high power to weight ratio, compact portable size, and safe from pinch points 
our flange spreader will cover you needs. Choose from 8T or 14T spreading force. 

Flange Spreaders
Mechanical or hydraulic

Ergonomic, compact & powerful

The combination of the sharp cutting tip and reaction encourages more efficient 
splitting by spreading the nut open rather than squashing the nut onto the screw. 
We offer 5 standard models covering 17,5 to 80 mm hex nuts and not standard 
range covering up to 115 mm A/F.

Nut Splitters
Hydraulic system

https://bit.ly/ACflangespreader
https://bit.ly/Nutsplitter


https://bit.ly/BoltingDemovan

acta.ee@atlascopco.com

Renting bolting products from Atlas Copco offers the ideal solution for scheduled 
maintenance or even if renting the tools is a more cost-effective option for your 
business. Our highly skilled team will deliver the best solution for your application, 
with a quick turnaround and cost saving approach, so you know your business will 
receive a high quality service.

Rent bolting solutions

Want to see and try our products? 

Contact us to arrange a full presentation of our bolt tightening solutions  
at your place.

Bolting demovan

https://bit.ly/BoltingDemovan
mailto:acta.ee%40atlascopco.com?subject=


Atlas Copco Tools Eastern Europe

Elektrárenská 4, 
831 04 Bratislava, Slovakia
acta.ee@atlascopco.com

www.atlascopco.com
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